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download.Arnab Goswami, a top news anchor at India’s most popular TV channel, Republic TV, gave
a Twitter user a stern lecture after he allegedly uttered the word “loot” when asked about his
personal tax details. Niranjan Suryavanshi, an unemployed IT professional, had tweeted in April:
“Dear @axxnode @axxnode19, will you be filing return of income tax and then explain the concept of
‘loot’ to me?” It’s not clear whether Suryavanshi was expressing a serious question to Arnab, a
friend-of-the-court or the result of an offensive comment by someone else on Twitter. But Goswami
replied to him with a long and heated stream of tweets — one of which referred to “loot.” “When the
establishment stops being non-functional, there will be no one to help you lorry. That is ‘loot,’ ”
Arnab said, tagging taxman Amitabh Kant who is among the founding members of the Republican
Party of India. The tweet has since been deleted, although a screengrab is visible in the archived
version of the tweet page. “What the hell? Really? The guy asked a simple question and you hit him
like that?” Suryavanshi tweeted back to Goswami on Friday. Earlier, Suryavanshi, who is said to
have sent over 10,000 tweets — possibly in the name of some charity — was
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present invention is related to an improved scroll type compression chamber engine and in
particular to an improved rotary scroll type compression chamber engine which includes a pair of
sealed rotary scrolls which are aligned parallel with each other and disposed one on top of the other
in closely adjacent relationship to each other on a separate axial rotary shaft. The present invention
is more particularly related to an improved rotary type compression chamber engine which utilizes a
pair of radial outer peripheral seals which sealably engage the orbiting scroll to resist the effects of
the engine pressure and a static pressure chamber which is formed within the space between the
two rotary scrolls so as to communicate with an intake port of the engine. Many prior art scroll type
compression chamber engines are shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 which are used in combination with a
crank type engine. Such prior art compression chamber engines have been proven to be of a high
operating efficiency but they require a complicated drive system to drive the orbiting scroll and have
a high manufacturing cost. Many prior art compression chamber engines have also been proposed in
which the engine housing is formed of two housing halves which are coupled together by means of
suitable coupling means or clips to form a chamber which is rotatable with the rotary shaft of the
engine and which houses the orbiting scroll on the end of the rotary shaft. Such type of engines are
shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 which use an O-ring to seal the rotary scroll in the housing. Such engines are
of a high operating efficiency, but are of complicated structure and are high in manufacturing cost.



Some other prior art engines have been proposed which utilize a supercharger or a turbocharger in
the combined arrangement to obtain a compression ratio of 2 to 1 or more. f988f36e3a
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